Greetings!
Congratulations on taking the first step towards living your dream!
I acknowledge you for you decision to learn and participate with my audio program. It is important to everyone
here at Present Memory, as we are dedicated to serving you.
Whether you are beginning or advancing along your path of truth, I want to emphasize that it is essential to your
success that you work this program every day. By listening to the Present Memory audio program and applying
these powerful techniques, you will discover how to use Universal Spiritual Laws. You'll also learn how to bring
the incredible force of your subconscious mind under your control and direct it to your goals!
Faithfully apply the powerful, creative, imaging techniques, for as you consciously image, the Universe responds!
What you impress in the subconscious is expressed in your world, and the manifestation follows at the
appropriate moment. You will find your life changing as you change your inner blueprints.
Please note that a powerful image may bring up repressed, unresolved feelings and memories from your past.
Don't panic and don't give up on yourself! This is an opportunity for you to discover what's been standing
between you and your goal. Sometimes, your subconscious mind has to work through a conflict or crisis before it
actually accepts the new idea. The crisis will pass, and your inner conflict will be resolved as you persist in doing
your inner work.
This work requires some deep thinking, and honest soul searching. Proceed to focus on the fulfillment of your
dream and in time you will be living a balanced, value-driven, principle-centered life. Soon you will find you have
become a conscious, creative dream maker and the architect of your life.
My passion is to help you discover, develop, and fulfill your dreams. At any time during your journey towards new
beginnings, if you become saddled with fears and doubts, or simply have a question I want you to know that I
take great joy in supporting you in your process and discovery.
If you are facing a challenge and feel you need a personal consultation with me you can always email me at
image@presentmemory.com or call (212) 929 5962 for an appointment. The fee for a personal consultation is
$250.00 an hour.
You are invited to visit our website www.presentmemory.com for updates on new programs and sign up for our
free daily tips and newsletter.
I encourage you to stay on track with the new images and mental blueprints that you've chosen for yourself. By
living your dream, you will give birth to things that seemed impossible before you exercised your courage and
imagined a new result!
I have always respected and admired dreamers. Making dreams come true for myself and others is what my life
is about. So dream beautiful dreams and manifest glorious results!
Never close a door on a dream, your dreams are calling you!
Melissa Zollo

